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SKILLS

• UX Design
• SAFe Agile
• Design Thinking
• Connected Devices
• Experiential Marketing
• Executive Presentations
• 3D Animation

LEADERSHIP

ACM SIGGRAPH PSCC Officer
TAMU ACM SIGGRAPH Founder
SAFe Agile 4 Certified
ACM member
ACM SIGGRAPH member
Squarespace Circle member

SUMMARY

I'm a Technologist and UX Designer with a focus on emerging technologies and enterprise software. I also am a leader 
by nature and bring optimism to every team that I join. I believe that culture is a key driver for success across all 
industries.

TOOLS

• Adobe XD
• InVision
• Sketch
• Arduino
• Adobe After Effects
• Adobe Premier Pro
• HTML/CSS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

AT&T B2B Digital Experience: Dallas, TX - Sr. UX Designer              05/2017 - Present
• Led a scalable and e508 compliant design effort for a big data conversion initiative that 
   delivered value in 3 months instead of the expected 6 months to a year.
• Improved the user experience for Billing, Reporting, Ordering and Support across two of 
   AT&T’s largest offerings: AT&T Business Center and AT&T Collaborate.
• Managed the designers from our vendor, Cisco, by providing UX strategy, design guidance, 
   and ensuring their teams designed according to our AT&T B2B design standards.
• Led the production, design, delivery of the AT&T Digital Experience Giving Campaign 
   fundraiser by collaborating closely with all our AVPs including our VP of Digital Experience.
• Built relationships with product owners, developers, scrum masters, and program teams.

Mulus.io Houston, TX - Partner & Co-Founder                                06/2015 - 8/2016
• Founded a business focused on bringing a cultural touch to the digital experience of 
   local businesses and startups.
• Led a team of three direct reports who designed and developed digital experiences.
• Worked through a research based approach to uncover unique client needs.

Fake Love Brooklyn, NY - Tech Intern                    10/2014 - 5/2015
Fake Love won Ad Age’s Small Agency of the Year and was acquired by the New York Times.
• Worked on projects for Twitter, MUZSE & Intel, and Umpqua Bank.
• Solved complex problems using new technologies through a customer focused lens.

IBM Design Austin, TX - Software Designer Intern                       6/2014 - 8/2014
• With a team, we designed and prototyped an application for IBM Watson, and IBM Bluemix.
• We presented our products to 20 IBM top executives at the IBM Headquarters.
• Completed a 6-month task in 6 weeks, while receiving a standing ovation.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE CONTINUED

3LD Art & Technology Center Manhattan, NY - Interaction Designer                  3/2014 - 5/2014
• Programmed an interactive body projection system using cheap off-the-shelf hardware. 

EA Sports Orlando, FL - Technical Artist Intern                                        05/2012 - 8/2012
• Researched, wire-framed and improved the user experience of a documentation system
 for the Core Football Graphics Team.

EDUCATION: Completed a master’s degree

New York University - Manhattan, NY          8/2013 - 5/2015
Master of Professional Studies - Interactive Telecommunications Program

Texas A&M University - College Station, TX           8/2009 - 5/2013   
Bachelor of Science - Visualization

National University of Singapore - Republic of Singapore.         12/2011 -5/2012
Study away - Computer graphics

THANK YOU

I appreciate the time that you took to read through my experience. I look forward to hearing about your teams needs
and goals. Please let me know if there is anything else that I can do to help you.

Sincerely,

Federico Burch
Sr. UX Designer & Technologist
       


